
Sorting Products for Magento2 
  

Introduction 

Sorting Products for Magento 2 is a very effective tool for store-owners 

who care about their customers. It will increase the usability of your 

product with user friendly search and sorting option by giving them 

more option in Sort by filter. 

Sorting Products for Magento 2 offers an easy way to search for the 

right product in a convenient way. It’s a user-friendly navigational tool, 

to enrich your customer shopping experience and significantly grow 

sales. 

The possibility of Magento 2 store sort products by position, price, 

name, best viewed, bestsellers, recent and other attributes enables 

buyers to find exactly what they need without any difficulty. 

Features:- 

 Managing new and existing sorting categories. 

 Editing the order of sorting categories. 

 Provide additional attributes for product sorting. 

 Change sorting order when you need. 

 Focus on better performing products by sorting option. 

 

 

 

 



This extension gives you the following option for sorting: 

 Position 

 Name 

 Price 

 Bestviewed 

 Bestsellers 

 Recent 

 Wishlist 

 Stock 

 Rating 

 Discount 

 Reviews 

 

How to Configure:  

Login to the admin panel, I will show and explained you the steps for 

configure extension. 

To create an additional sorting attributes the same way you work with 

standard attributes. Go to Admin  Stores  Attributes  Products 

You should press Add New Attribute button to perform this action. 



 

 

Fill in all required fields to create new attribute. 

 

 

 

 



Go to Storefront Properties tab and choose yes option for using a new 

attribute in product list sorting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



How to manage sorting attributes 

Go to Admin  Stores  Configuration  

Under SWT find the Sorting Products 

Enable the Extension by selecting yes 

You can enable sorting option in sorting setting in configuration. 

You can change the sorting option label in sorting setting configuration. 



 



How to works 

Below you can see Sorting Settings, You can enable the option which 

sorting you want to add in category page. 
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